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Project Overview 

My Role - Project Manager 

Perkins + Will specifying the design build refresh and expansion 

of the Medical City Dallas hospital campus, reached out to 

LightArt initially seeking a large suspended rainbow ribbon 

ceiling installation for the main entry atrium of the Women + 

Children medical services building. 

The project went through a variety of design directions, 

changes, and special considerations taken to the custom nature 

of the intent and large scale of the space. The result was a 16ft 

tall overall, lit rainbow ribbon sculpture, mounted to a concrete 

pedestal. 

During the project process I was able to learn a lot, overcome 

design obstacles, how to collaborate with challenging vendors, 

and to take initiative in developing and designing an installation 

guide that set a new precedent for project manager 

deliverables of large scale fixture installations. Overall, the 

project was a success and the hospital was pleased with the 

artistic end result. (Above Photo Credit: Chris Bowden) 
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Project Process Details 

The initial inquiry, concept, and budgetary quote was 

created by another project manager, whom I replaced 

upon being hired at LightArt. I relied on the sales rep to 

help catch me up on the details when the project came 

alive again, seeking a refreshed budgetary quote with in 

depth installation and design solutions. The design intent 

was for heat formed resin ribbons to span a ceiling 

footprint of approximately 65ft x 18ft, suspended from 

unistrut and mounted to the ceiling decorated with 

skylights. 

Challenges arose when I calculated the weight of the 

material and explained how it would need to be 

mounted to the ceiling structure. Additionally, the 

specifying firm assumed that the unistrut structure AND 

installation was provided within the initial budget 

provided. Also, when I had a structural engineer verify 

the ceiling material and attachment capabilities, it was 

confirmed that the entire ceiling would need to be 

backed with additional mounting structure to support the 

suspended ribbon art installation. 

As a result, it was back to the drawing board in terms of 

the art installation concept - ceiling mounted was out of 

the picture. The design intent moved to a floor mounted 

solution and the budget was drastically reduced, as the 

installation would require quotes from outside vendors.
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Project Process Details 

When a board of people are making design decisions, it 

can be like trying to corral wild animals. In this project, 

that was the case working with the specifying design firm 

and the various opinions of the hospital board members. 

It was a challenge and exhaustive process of designing 

option after option for all parties to review and through a 

chain of communication glean what I could to create a 

new proposal, work up new pricing, that might finally 

gain approval. The top image is just a few screen shots of 

the various design concept proposals for the sculpture, 

there were many vertical option and then a suggestion to 

see a horizontal design option. 

Below is some of the documentation and notes I would 

receive after the sales rep would meet with deciding 

parties. I will say, design school with stand up critiques 

was a good exercise in preparing me to not take 

feedback and changes personally. 
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Project Process Details 

Another challenge encountered in the project was the 

base design that the light sculpture would be mounted. 

The base builder sold his company while the project was 

being quoted and scope narrowed, the new owner was a 

more difficult personality to collaborate with and meant 

starting at the beginning in setting expectations. For ease 

of collaboration and installation I had a full scale template 

made + shipped to the base fabricator for locating the 

installation mounting points and electrical source. 

In the past, projects had the disconnect of the electrical at 

the bottom of the fixture, for the lighting to be maintained 

through the bottom. Since this fixture was mounted, I 

devised a solution for the maintenance to occur at the top 

of the fixture. See below the previous designs for this 

standard + see following pages for additional related 

details, drawings, design solutions and project process. 
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Below:  Putting myself in the place of the installer and end user, thinking about the function of the lighting and maintenance, below is the new solution for the power 
disconnect to be at the top of the fixture and all of the lighting to be attached to stainless steel cable, rather than a rigid core, to not require a lift to pull out the light core 
over 30 ft high in the air to change a lamp close to the base. A trap door, near the bottom of the sculpture, was designed to be concealed by the ribbons, that would allow 
the initial power hook-up of the sculpture light core to the power source (installed by others) at the core concrete base.
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Below:  Project drawings below, depicting the core concrete base and the mounting points for the metal base of sculpture frame to attach. I worked with the contracted 
electrician and installer on-site to work out a plan for how power would be provided to the sculpture and shipped early a full scale paper template for the concrete base to 
be poured with threaded rods in the specific positions for hardware to secure the metal frame base of the sculpture.
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Obstacles 

The top 2 photos on the right show the sample colors that were initially 

selected by the specifier and hospital board members for the heat formed 

hanging ceiling ribbon concept. 

I personally had a strong distaste for the colors and how they were not all the 

similar in tone/saturation. So, when I realized that the colors in a layered 

backlit application would create a horrible brown-orange color to the overall 

fixture, I took it upon myself to create a more ideal and collaborative color 

combination. 

Seen in the bottom picture is the revised color scheme for the ribbon light 

sculpture, versus the original colors chosen shown below. I provided this 

image to the specifier for comparison and approval.  
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Project Process Details 

The LightArt sales rep wanting to 

provide excellent client support, 

mentioned that in some cases we will 

create a small scale mock up of the 

fixture for the client to approve. Usually 

this is discussed prior or during the 

quoting stage so that the materials and 

fabrication time can be budgeted into 

the overall project. In this case, this was 

a “little something extra” the sales rep 

felt compelled to provide to assist in the 

final approval pre-build process. 

I worked with CAD to create the cut files 

for the white diffuser interior and ribbon 

pieces for the artisan, James, to attach 

in a representational pattern/style that 

the final fixture would be created as. 

Ultimately, the large image shown far 

right, is the only mock up we sent to the 

hospital for final approval to build the 

full scale fixture. Along with the mock up 

I provided a small LED puck light so 

during review the hospital board 

members could see how the colors 

interacted with the light and layering, as 

well as how the colors would gradient 

from cool to warm at the top.
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Project Process Details 

Photo 1. + 2. James, LightArt artisan, putting the final touches on the fixture with my final approval. Photo 3. Last light test before palletizing.

Photo 4. Custom, reinforced strength pallet created for shipping the sculpture + parts. Photo 5. All of the labeled parts + hardware secured to pallet with the fixture.
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Below: Is the project update email I sent ahead of the installation guide document. The following pages show the installation guide I created, which this email was a 
prelude with some of the images and written considerations that the receiver should be aware of prior to the installation. I found it was always helpful to be upfront, ahead 
of problems, and clearly communicate in a variety of formats to help set expectations for parties involved. 
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Below + Following 2 Pages:  I took the initiative to create a installation guide for the installers on-site, in hopes that sharing the document ahead of the arrival of the 
shipped sculpture, that there would be time for review, provide a better understanding about what to expect and allow more time for questions in preparation. This 
document ended up in the hands of my manager, then the operations manager, and then the hands of LightArt owner, Ryan Smith. The tool I created set a precedence 
and started a conversation about studio completing similar documents for detail intense, large scale installation LightArt projects in the future.  

I take pride in a job well done, paying attention to and communicating the details, and making a process more efficient for everyone involved - this document being just 
one example and format of the work I initiate and create to do so.
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Obstacles 

Photo 1.  I had confirmed that the fixture would have 

no issues fitting through doors to enter the hospital for 

installation. However, an oversight occurred when I 

received a call from the purchaser that the truck 

delivering the sculpture was too large to maneuver the 

turns in the hospital parking lot, to arrive at the main 

entry delivery point (red route map below, star = 

planned delivery point). 

Photos 2. 3. 4. Details in labeling the shipment can be 

seen in photo 2, when the sculpture was being 

removed from the truck bed. The purchaser sent me 

photos of the broken ribbon, luckily we had additional 

material left over and the ribbon the broke was easily 

concealed at the breaking point by layering another 

ribbon piece on top of the area.

1. 

2. 

3. 4. 
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Obstacles 

Photo 1. The installer (AEC) is an 

acoustical contractor hired by the 

hospital to install the ribbon 

sculpture. I was told that they 

were locally known for installing 

unique items, so I was hopeful 

that with my detailed install 

instructions with drawings and 

photographs, along with stickers 

on the fixture indicating what 

parts to remove, that the 

installation would efficient and 

correct. 

Photo 2. After the installation, I 

received another photo of the 

sculpture from the GC. Despite 

all my efforts, the top piece for 

shipping and maneuvering, 

labeled to be removed after 

installation - had in fact been left 

still attached to the sculpture, 

without the final diffuser top 

piece attached in place. 

Fortunately, this was easily solved 

by getting back in the lift to 

make the final installation 

adjustments.
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Obstacles

Photo 1. BEFORE  After the local base manufacturer completed installation of the base 
surround, I scheduled LightArt artisan James to visit on-site with additional material for 
final touches - concealing the light leak at the top of the base + repairing the ribbon 
piece that broke during the transition of sculpture from delivery truck to hospital lobby.

Photo 2. AFTER  No more light leak at the connection of the base to the sculpture. Photo 3. FINAL  Above the completed installation being enjoyed by visitors.
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Below: Reality vs. Rendering - The final rainbow ribbon light sculpture in the hospital entry, as seen below left, closely achieves the conceptual rendering of the sculpture 
and space, seen below right.
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Project Takeaways 

- Expectation setting and clear communication with the specifier, 

sales rep and project manager during the initial design and 

quoting stages is hugely important for managing the project and 

personalities involved.  

- Making sure to explain what budget includes up front, will help 

in maintaining the design intent. On large scale projects, 

mentioning a mock up in the early stages will allow for time and 

money to be allocated to suit the desires of the client, as well as 

the fabrication needs in the studio. 

- It is important to work closely with contractors on-site to best 

understand site conditions, existing building structure, and 

mentally visualizing all the installation steps it would take to 

account for errors that might occur - for example, say the 

delivery to the site. 

- Sampling and reviewing material for its specified use, examining 

how the colors interact with each other in the scheme and 

interact when lit or unlit is important for ensuring that the fixture 

meets client expectations. 

- Putting in a bit of extra effort to over communicate instructions 

in drawings, writing, and photos can be super helpful to all 

parties involved in the project to understand the intent and 

installation. However, mistakes may still be made, but additional 

future benefits can be had from creating a learning reference 

tool (or setting a new and improved project standard).


